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nolite (nilite), condre (candre), condmini (condmini); p. 389, prima (primj). 
In the vocabulary for the lesson based on nouns of the fourth declension lacus 
is found, and yet nothing is given to tell us that it has the dative and ablative 
plural in ubus. On p. 167 we read nos sunt amicd. This error, of course, cannot 
be attributed to the authors. On pp. 226 and 227 ascensum and ascensia are 
given, but the nominative is not to be seen in any of the vocabularies. Pas on 
p. 302 no doubt should be pars. The statement is made that "rogi is used like 
both petf and quaerU." This is misleading. 

During the last few years, owing to the changing pedagogical ideas, a large 
number of beginners' books in Latin have appeared. The purpose and plan of 
Robertson and Carruthers' work seem to be sound, and it is safe to say that it 
meets all the requirements for thoroughness and interest. 

MAYNARD M. HART 
WM. MCKINLEY HIGH SCHOOL 

St. Louis 

Beginning Latin. By J. EDMUND BARSS. New York: University 
Publishing Co., 1906. Pp. x+322. $I. oo. 

Mr. Barss's Beginning Latin arrests attention from the start; the plan of the 
exercises, a convenient test of general method in such books, strikes one as both 
new and ingenious. The method affects particularly the treatment of inflec- 
tions. To quote from the Preface: "The uses of the various elements (of inflec- 
tion) are explained, and very many simple exercises in the building of paradigms 
introduced. This method is found to give a conscious mastery of inflection in 
much less time than under the old system of memorizing paradigms." That is, 
instruction in inflections emphasizes the component parts of words, and insists 
on the advantage to the pupil, theoretical and demonstrated, of analyzing and 
building the forms he uses. Paradigms are as a rule not given, except of irregu- 
lar words; instead their use is explained in Lesson XI, and thenceforward 
paradigm building is a constant exercise. The idea will be inherently attractive 
to many, and if wider experience upholds Mr. Barss's contention that time is 
saved, the partisans of memory work must meet this strong external argument. 

Independent judgment and a practical sincerity are shown in the direct, 
unconventional expository style of this book and in the exclusion of some syn- 
tactical matters usually included in Latin primers. The clearness and simplicity 
of expression will save time in the recitation period; in many cases teachers will 
meet readier comprehension on the part of the class and find that the need of 
explanation is lessened, with the incidental disciplinary gain that a pupil is on 
better terms with a textbook that does not demand constant intervention of the 
teacher as interpreter. 

As to the important matter of vocabulary, about five hundred words have 
been selected to be learned outright; these are introduced gradually and empha- 
sized in every possible way; for example, only these words, as far as I observed, 
are used in English-Latin exercises; and their special distinction is made appa- 
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rent by printing them in compact, classified form before the general vocabulary 
The reading lessons--every fifth lesson in the book-draw on a larger vocabu 

lary. Some of the words included in the list of 500, as calcar, cras, heri, ros, 
might well give way to commoner ones; but in each case one can divine the 
reason for inclusion and acknowledge its force. 

I have noted a number of misprints, only one, however, of any importance: 
on p. 57, in the paradigm, the accusative plural -is seems to be marked short. 

SUSAN FOWLER 
THE BREARLEY SCHOOL 

New York City 

The Menexenus of Plato. Edited by J. A. SHAWYER. Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 19o6. Pp. xxxi +46. $0.50. 

The Euthyphro, Apology and Crito. Edited by F. M. STAWELL. 

[The Temple Greek and Latin Classics.] New York: G. P. 
Putnam's Sons, 19o6. Pp. xxiii +168. $i net. 

The text of the Menexenus is taken from Burnet without change. The intro- 
duction, which upholds the authenticity of the dialogue and denies that it is a 
parody, contains an interesting defense of falsification in history, on the ground 
that an expression of the spirit and feeling of the author is far more important 
than the literal facts; discusses in detail the inaccuracies of the Menexenus, and 
ends with a clear and forcible summary of the growth of Greek oratory. The 
commentary is not so harmonious and satisfactory as the introduction. One or 
two questions introduced among the notes seem to imply a didactic purpose, 
but much of the annotation is beyond the grasp of young students. The sum- 
maries of history (after Bury) are excellent, but a dozen or more of the lexical 
notes are quite needless, as they are simply abstracts of articles in L. and S. 
In 237 C the editor has completely misunderstood brosea~evns, which is not 
"received" as a nurse, but in the maternal embrace of the grave. Again, in 
commenting on 240 C he has put "Hyacinthia," where he should have written 
"Carneia," and in the note on 240 D (p. 12, last line) he has "subj." instead of 
"opt." The only actual misprints noted are Demoniucm (p. xxxi), &TeriKce 
and probably uL,6X85ov in the note on 245 D; but twice (239 B 7/L6aPro, 245 D 

EXXpves) his commentary uses a reading different from the text. Moreover, the 
quotation from Herodotus illustrating 239 B is awkwardly separated from its 
reference, and under 240 B the citation "Lysias, p. 82" is an absolute mystery. 
Similarly under 243 E the reference "Xen. Hist. Gr. ii. 68" (elsewhere Hell.) is 
quite impossible. Again (238 C), the parallel between annona and 

ToxwLe•a 
is 

far from obvious, unless it be that the meanings of each word are quite varied. 
The volume edited by Stawell is the second in the Temple Series, a well- 

made book of handy size. A fine gem, presenting a full-length figure of Socrates, 
forms the frontispiece; the introduction gives a convincing statement of the 
reasons for Socrates' condemnation, and contains the closing chapters of the 
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